Hi, my name’s Randy Winowiecki. I am a GIS Technician for Independence Township’s
Department of Public Works in Clarkston, Michigan. I’ve been working very closely with the
water treatment crew for over a year. The crew consists of 3 members that run the 10 water
treatment plants in Independence Township to provide the residents with the best quality
water possible. One of their main objectives is to collect data on a daily basis. This includes
water samples, residuals of substances in the water, and amount of water pumped. I’m
going to go over the basics of the Flint Water Crisis. I’m also going to explain the process I
implemented using Survey123 in our department to more efficiently adhere to water quality
legislation that resulted from the crisis.

The red pin on the map is Independence Township. We fall in between Flint, Michigan and
Detroit, Michigan. We have a relatively large population, and municipalities around us either
do private wells or are hooked up to Detroit water. We also have a large water infrastructure
compared to those around us.

I know there are a lot of misconceptions about the Flint water crisis, so I wanted to go over
the basics. There IS NOT lead inherently in Michigan water. Instead, thousands of Flint’s
service lines are made of lead. Putting in new lead pipes was outlawed in 1986, but a large
amount still are used today. This is because records of old pipes are inaccurate or nonexistent and it’s extremely expensive to replace them. Flint (the birthplace of General
Motors) had a booming automobile industry but started to struggle around the time of the
auto industry bailout, which resulted in plants getting shut. So in April 2014, the city decided
that paying for Detroit water was too expensive and switched water sources until a more
permanent solution could be completed in 2017.

After the switch to Flint River water, residents began to complain about brown water coming
from their taps. A couple months later, E.coli and coliform were detected in the water, likely
because of insufficient chlorine in the water mains. As you can see from the picture, the
structure of existing service lines are lead and then a layer of rust that builds up over time
when the metal particles from the water coat the pipe with a layer of rust. Drinking water
starts at treatment plants that disinfect and/or filter, then it goes to main arteries called
water mains that come out of the plants and run alongside roads. Those mains break off
into smaller “service lines or service leads” that connect to the residents.

The combination of Flint River water being slightly more acidic than Detroit water, and no
corrosion preventative aka “orthophosphates” caused the layer of rust to slowly flake off of
the lead pipes. This is why residents were seeing yellowish orange water. Once the rust
was off, that left bare lead pipe and the lead would start leeching off into the water and
ultimately flow straight to the residents’ tap. After over a year, the city finally switched back
to Detroit water, but the damage to the pipes had already been done.

The crisis had a direct effect on the health of the residents of Flint. It took months before the
governor declared a state of emergency in the city. All the while, people died from
Legionnaires Disease, a severe form of pneumonia, due to the city’s failure to maintain
sufficient chlorine in its water mains. Flint should have put orthophosphates in their water,
but why didn’t they? The higher ups that were in charge of Flint’s water ignored warning
signs of an issue and wanted to save money. In the end, the crisis ended up costing
hundreds of millions of dollars.

Other effects of the crisis include the laws, legislation, and regulations that were created as
a result and are in practice today. The laws about the maximum contaminant level of lead
(level at which action will be taken) will go from 15 parts per billion to 12 in 2025.
Preliminary service lead inventories and a list of what materials are in our service leads are
required by the end of this year with a final more detailed copy due by 2025. This is a
measure to document all known lead service lines. More on this later. By 2025 communities
also need to be replacing their lead service lines completely. But it's more crucial than ever
to be using GIS to its full potential in situations like this. It can help with locating pipes, cost
and material.

Even though Independence Township doesn’t have lead pipes, how did we adapt to the
changing regulations? Daily readings are being collected on cell phones with Survey123
everyday at the wellhouses. This is purely to compile data for the monthly operating report
or “MOR”. We run a Python script that pulls data from the feature service and places it in an
MOR. Before we implemented this solution, the crew would write down 20 columns of data
for each day of the month, resulting in roughly 6,000 data points collected across all of the
wellhouses for the month. Then one person would have to look at all that handwritten data
and manually type up a Monthly Operating Report to send the the Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality (now known as EGLE). This time consuming process would take
almost 8 hours every month. Here is a picture of Tom from the water treatment crew using
Survey123.

I’ll walk you through the survey now. As you can see, I’m using the relevant column to only
show data when necessary. Choosing a location will bring up the proper questions for that
specific wellhouse.In Survey123 you can use the now() function to populate the date. You
can also use groups to outline each section visually. When I choose “OFF” under current
well in operation, it shortens the survey to only include relevant questions. When I choose
“Well 1”, more options are shown and when I do a backwash, even more. No lab, partial
lab, and full lab have different fields to fill out for each scenario. When we perform a full lab,
certain wellhouses will show an additional arsenic treatment system monitoring group. We
autofill the date, time, and well number as much as possible to save time. Then send the
survey off and complete the survey at the next location. Sending the survey then populates
the feature service through the phones data connection, or if there is no service, you can
just save them on your phone and send them later.

I created the survey on the desktop application “Survey123 for Connect” last year in version
2.5, but since then I’ve updated to version 3.3.51. Here is a snapshot of the application I
used.

Each of the field titles in the survey are worded exactly the same way as on the paper
version. This makes for a smooth transition from paper to digital. One of the advantages of
the relevancy feature in my survey is that a crew member can not accidentally type
information into the wrong cell or another wellhouses row. For example, choosing partial lab
hides questions that would be asked in a full lab so there is no room for error.

This picture shows Survey123 in Connect in the excel view to show a sample of the
background structure of the survey. This is how I created the relevancy and autofill features
and variables. From the picture you can see that we are using the “now()” calculation to
automatically enter the date. I have set it up to only have the crew input data when its
relevant. I set up groups to keep a visual queue of your progress in the survey. Certain
wellhouses have the same water filters and are similar structure wise, so they have the
same paperwork and can be grouped together with the same variable names. Deer Valley,
Deerwood, Deerwood Manors, and Lake Oakland Woods for example share a horizontal
filter in the wellhouse and have similar reports.

Before implementing the survey, it would take me 4 hours every month to export a csv from
Survey123 and copy and paste in the values to the MOR for Tom who types up our data.
Now, it takes me 5 mins to run the Python script and double check that everything ran
correctly. The top picture of python code is a query for location and date, which grabs a
specific wellhouse and then all of the data from the previous month. The middle picture
loads up the workbooks, which are labeled by WSSN (Water Supply Serial Number), a
unique identifier for water systems. We also do arsenic sheets for any wellhouse that is
filtering out arsenic, so that workbook is loaded up as well. On the bottom I make a variable
for each location for the excel sheets.

The python script pulls data directly from the feature service that was set up by Survey123
and we can pull up variables from the attributes command. From there, we can iterate the
data via the date it was collected while the categories remain the same for all of the reports.
This is just the Deer Valley portion of the script. There are 9 other iterations that run to
complete the other wellhouses.

This is an example of an MOR that was generated from the process. The water treatment
crew filled out surveys on their phone for the month, then I ran the python script to generate
this report using that data. Then Tom QA’s the data and sends it off to the MDEQ. So that
means that wording is the same on the survey as the reports so for example, groups are
titled “meter treated water” on both, and questions are called “effluent meter total” on both.
I built a macro on the MOR excel sheet that automatically calculates certain data like the
columns in blue show, acting exactly like a function in excel would. For example, converting
gallons to pounds above. However, the macro takes care of irregularities that a function
would not be able to account for like weekends, for example.

A part of the MOR is an arsenic report, which records how much arsenic was originally in
the water and how much remained after it was filtered. The wellhouses that have arsenic
filtration are required to include this information in their MORs. The arsenic report is
included in the survey, but it is saved to its own excel workbook.

This is the finalized arsenic report that was pulled from the survey. The raw water going into
the plant had between 9.5 and 10 parts per billion of arsenic, but after going through special
filters, the water going into the distribution system has 0 parts per billion of arsenic.

The application I created using Survey123 was doing a great job populating the MORs. In
the future, I would like to make not only the MORs digital but all the other data that the
water treatment crew collects. This is where tablets with a stylus can be used to replace the
paper and clipboards we currently use. Excel Online - with an established data connection would be an improvement on the current workflow. Python scripting will also still be used to
generate MORs or any other reports at the end of the month. The Independence water
crew has become more comfortable with technology. And they are ready to tackle the next
challenge. In Michigan, the Distribution System Materials Inventory is due to the MDEQ by
January 1st, 2020. This is a short form that needs to be filled out to record the total
estimated number of service lines made out of each material, sources for that estimate, and
level of confidence. By 2025, a full inventory will need to be submitted with attributes for
each service line, such as the address, pipe material, and data sources for this information.
And that’s where GIS will be advantageous.

There are more regulations and substances that we are required by the State of Michigan
to test for, and they will always be adding more, but never taking any current substances
off. We still have the same amount of time in an 8 hour work day though. This creates a
need for applications such as this one to help save on time and other resources. The next
substance we will probably have to test for is PFAS. PFAS is from firefighting foam and
manufacturing processes and is being found in water supplies across Michigan and other
areas around the country. Something that I noticed with our water treatment crew recording
a hefty amount of data every day, was that shaving off seconds ends up saving hours over
the course of a year. Auto filling a handful of fields and removing irrelevant questions from
the surveys helped us save on hours of labor costs while ensuring proper data collection. In
conclusion, the new legislation along with new and more efficient methods of data collection
to keep up with the ever-changing laws and regulations, helps Michigan communities avoid
crises like Flint’s. They also keep those in charge in check if they decide to not follow them.
Applications like the one we implemented help us keep up with the ever-growing list of
contaminants we need to test for in the water. And can be translated to all kinds of other
data collection workflows to provide the benefits shown here.
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